Essay Outline Template (DOWNLOAD TEMPLATE AND INSERT YOUR WORK)

Upload by Due Date!

Finished Product - You made a cover page. On top you include your full name, student number, preferred email, course code, date, page numbers (starting on page the next page NOT the cover page), the word count. Your unique essay title is centered in the middle of the page. Nothing but the relevant information is displayed (no pics, graphs, etc) and your
work has a professional look.
(Insert cover page information here)
Research Question (20%): Your research question can be answered by 3rd year student, it's not a no/yes (closed) question. Use an interrogative word at the beginning (why, how,
what, when, which, where, etc.), NOT a verb (can, will, do, have, etc.). Your question is NOT a policy evaluation, you focus on an academic question (i.e. you know the difference
between a policy evaluation and an academic question). You are interested to answer your question and are able to give an assessment of a possible answer. If possible, email me
your question and let's discuss it. Don’t skip this.
(Insert research question here)
Theory (10%): Pick a theory from the session 2 or 3. You must outline the main paradigm, definitions, and application to your case study. Choose a theory problem or briefly jot
down how your theoretical framework connects to your case study. Work and view your work through your theoretical framework, from now on.
(Insert theoretical framework here)
Tentative Answer Provided (15%): You must state a question in order to give no answer. It's that simple. Offer a tentative future answer that you expect to find based on your
research, so far (your best guess). Your answer need not solve a riddle, if there is no answer tell me why, or several answers may exist; the important issue is that you learn to take a
stand in a careful manner, and learn to write down your presumptive ideas mindfully.
(State your question again and insert a presumed answer here)
Please check the following grading criteria before you upload your outline template:
Your Topic is Relevant and you have a correct Word Count (10%): The system gives me your word count, but I need to see that you understand this issue. Your chosen topic is
relevant to our course; you did your best to stay within a 200 word limit, including your cover page and reference list.
Checked?

□

Your Reference Style is Consistent (10%): Please choose and adhere to APA. A style guide can be found in the library resources linked on your learning platform; at least four
relevant, academic, peer-reviewed, scholarly articles are listed. Never cite the URL of a password protected site (only open access).
Checked?

□

Grammar / Style (5%): No grammar mistakes for such a short assignment. Please carefully edit your work several times, be your best professional self, use the writing center
(linked on the course page). Also: No intensifiers, please (e.g., 'immensely, incredibly, totally, weird, super' etc.).
Checked?

□

Logic / Reasoning (20%): You carefully reason and don't stitch thoughts together haphazardly or skip explanations. You follow a line of thought in logical steps. You cautiously
consider what to write before you put it in writing. You are writing for a professional audience. Edit your outline at least 20 times before you upload it.
Checked?

□

Remember not to upload this template to hand in your essay outline – use three full 'pages' instead (1. Title Page, 2. Essay Outline, 3. Reference List). Read the course outline before
you pose your questions, pose your questions in the Q&A section (first panel on your Moodle course).

